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package (1 month, $59.99) get unlimited access
to the latest service bulletins for all 1990 and later
toyota vehicles manufactured in north america. tis

advanced service subscription package (1 year,
$149.99) get unlimited access to the latest

service bulletins for all 1990 and later toyota
vehicles manufactured in north america, as well

as all of the tis service bulletins for 1985 and
earlier toyota vehicles. tis service and repair
subscription package (1 year, $149.99) get

unlimited access to the latest service bulletins for
all 1990 and later toyota vehicles manufactured in
north america, and all of the tis service bulletins

for 1985 and earlier toyota vehicles, along with an
unlimited number of service manuals for 1985 and
earlier toyota vehicles. engine misfires: gather up
the usual suspects consider the circumstances:
14-year old toyota truck, 175,000 miles of 75
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percent freeway use, plenty of time spent off road
in the last 25,000. that means lots of mechanicals

being used hard and showing their age. yes, its
our fault: parts that were wearing out on schedule
are more likely to do so sooner now, rather than
the preferred later. its the anticipatable wave of
maintenance that comes with new ownership of
used vehicles. dont get lazy just keep ahead of

the curve. wed tested plug and wire, so its on to
the coil. using a multimeter, you can test the ohm
ratings of both primary and secondary outlets on
the waste-spark coil, and all of those on this truck
tested well (between 0.67 and 1.05 ohms at the

primary, 9,300 to 16,000 ohms for the secondary).
consult your repair manual or factory service
manual (fsm) for all the test ratings. with no
indication of a bad coil, a return to the swap

methodology (sensible method) had us switch the
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#1 and #3 coils, but the miss at #4 remained.
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a spark plug gap gauge is another important tool i
like to use. this tool can measure gaps from 0.010
to 0.050 inch. i use it for the spark plug gaps, as
well as the gap between the valves. the spark
plug gap and valve clearances should be the

same. this tool is a must for any toyota
enthusiast. camshaft to remove the camshaft,

youll likely need to remove the valve cover. take
your time and use a gentle hand. either loosen
the four bolts on the cover with a spanner, or

loosen them with a socket wrench (do both if you
have a pair). give the engine a little shake to get
the cover off. again, be gentle. when the cover is

off, grab the cams with a long nose pliers (a
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rubber band can do the job). loosen the rocker
cover from the cam and then loosen the retaining

clip on the camshaft. with some luck, the
camshaft wont need to be removed. if it does, just
use the long nose pliers to remove the camshaft.
valve cover with the valve cover off, youll want to

use the long nose pliers to grab the valve stem
and pull it out the top of the engine. be careful, as
this often drops off the end of the valve cover. a
long piece of rubber hose can help stop the valve
stem from rolling off, but a longer length of hose
is more likely to slip off the valve stem. a pushrod
might be handy if youre working on an inline six. if
youre working on the inline six, the valve stem is
a little different. the valve cover should have a
little protrusion that keeps the valve stem in
place. so now we have a coil with minimal
resistance, and yet the other coils give no
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indication of a problem. a test of the fuel injector
position switch was within normal range (170v on
the secondary wire), but there was no resistance

at all. using a multimeter again, we tested the
secondary wire at the position switch, and again
had no resistance. this could be a good thing or

bad thing. it could be that the coils are
intermittent, and we just happen to be testing one

with a bad switch. but it could also be that the
coils are intermittent, and the switch is not. we

tested the coils again, while the engine was
running and the coils were not connected to

anything, and the coils were good. it could be that
the coils are intermittent, and we just happened
to be testing one with a bad switch. so, we put
one of the coils into the secondary circuit of the

coil assembly, and checked the switch. no current
was passing, so the switch was bad, and that was
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